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Present: 

Bob Wilson  

Keith Ratcliff - chair 

Dorothy Robertson 

Vera Skipper 

Keith McDaid 

Ann Foster 

Robert Pollock 

Ann Marshall 

Maureen Leadley 

Margaret McPherson – Trinity 

Carol Craggs - Trinity 

 

Apologies: 

 Brian Richardson 

 Dorothy Richardson 

 Sue Barnes - holiday 

 

 

Minutes of Last Meeting 

Matters Arising 

(a) Apologies 

Both Maureen and Anne advised that they had put in apologies for the last meeting but this was not 

on the minutes – these to amended 

 

(b) Attendees 

Dorothy Robertson advised that she had attended but her name on the minutes were wrong 

(Richardson instead of Robertson) – minutes amended 

 

No other matters arising although the 0844 number was mentioned again.  Margaret advised that 

we have two years in order to find an alternative provider and this will be actioned to revert back to 

0191. 

 

2. Commissioning Update 

Margaret handed out the commissioning update information and advised that this will also be 

uploaded onto the website.  Margaret went through the services which have been commissioned 

and the work that practices are currently being expected to carry out. 

 

Carol outlined the work around A&E and the aim to keep patients out of A&E – Keith mentioned that 

he had need to go to the Walk in Centre at Palmers and found the service to be excellent waiting 

only 5 minutes before being seen. 
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3. South Tyneside Clinical Commissioning Patient Reference Group 

Bob advised that he has been attending these and other meeting, although he was not at the last 

one.  Margaret went through the minutes from the last meeting which was held on 6 June at 

Monkton Hall.  Healthwatch had been discussed and the current Care Home Scheme – Margaret 

advised that Trinity were looking after Garden Hill.   It was felt that this scheme would be good as 

vulnerable patients do not go to the doctors and it would help to identify these.  There was some 

discussion around the standard of care home, particularly around disabled access being either poor 

or non existent.  There was little else of note in the minutes. 

 

4. Set Priorities for 2013/14 

Margaret advised that we need to set our priorities.  Access and Information to patients were two 

areas suggested.  Exploring access it was agreed that we didn’t seem to have a problem with access 

in that we offer, same day, next day and urgent appointments.  This had also been supported by the 

National  Survey which was excellent.  It was felt that sometimes it was difficult to get a same day 

appointment with a nurse.  Carol explained that nurse appointments tend to be different as they are 

all non acute.  It was accepted that if a patient needed to be seen same day, then there was also 

access to a healthcare professional, it may not be a nurse. 

 

Margaret advised that the doctors would like to introduce ordering of prescriptions via telephone 

and this would come under access to services.  Everyone felt this would be excellent progress 

making it so much easier to order repeat medication.  Agreed that this should be set as a priority to 

look into how this can be made possible. 

 

Information to Patients seemed a little more difficult – apart from notices and leaflets, we still only 

reach those patients who come into the surgery.  Collecting email addresses is good but it was 

pointed out that not everyone has a computer.  An area that needs further exploration. 

 

5. Patient Questionnaire 

The Patient questionnaire will be around the new service and to find out how patients would prefer 

access to it.  Some discussion around when the questionnaire would be done and how this would be 

done to reach as many patients as possible.  It was agreed to run it during the flu campaign. 

 

Bob suggested that leaflets etc could be given to the pharmacy to put into the delivery bags or they 

could be attached to the prescriptions at Trinity.   It was also suggested that any leaflets etc should 

be in bright colours which is a good way to draw attention to them.  All ideas were good. 

 

 

6. Surgery Opening Times 

Margaret advised that the surgery has been closing now on a lunch time at 12:30 to 1:30, this was to 

give staff a breathing space to catch up on some work without the constant ringing of the telephone.  

This was felt to be reasonable by the group.  Carol also pointed out that we are now closed once a 

month for the GP training sessions.  There are lots of notices informing patients of this. 

 

7. AOB 

(a) NDOC 

Margaret had received a flyer from the Northern Doctors Urgent Care Team regarding an invitation 

to the public to go along and share views of the local GP out of hours service.  This was being held on 

Friday 26 July at 6pm in Gosforth. 

 

Bob mentioned that the Ambulance Service have open days which are interesting – anyone who 

would like further information, Bob would be happy to give details. 
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(b) Pharmacy 

There was a lot of concern regarding the service at the pharmacy next door.  Whist it was agreed 

that the delivery service was good, waiting to collect a prescription was very bad.  Keith suggested 

that we invite the Pharmacist to the next meeting.  Agreed. 

 

8. Date and Time of Next Meeting 

Tuesday 8
th

 October at 6:15 pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


